QUALITY WINDOWS & PATIO DOORS

Lincoln builds every window and patio door from fine wood or wood/cPVC combinations, blending superior manufacturing technologies and a personal commitment to excellent craftsmanship. The result is a superbly built, energy efficient window or door that will last and last.

And, because Lincoln offers a complete line of “primed,” aluminum and vinyl clad windows and patio doors, you can choose from a complete range of exterior finishes. Also, their versatile product allow you an expanded option to mix aluminum or vinyl clad sash with a primed frame for low maintenance applications.

Energy Efficiency - Lincoln strives to provide information, components and options allowing you to make an intelligent choice. Wood, the foundation of all their products, is often touted as “Natures Best Insulator”. Off to a great start, Lincoln continues energy saving efforts through specific design features such as thermal breaks, weather stripping and glass options.

The glass in windows and patio doors has the single largest effect on energy efficiency. Lincoln’s standard insulated glass offering includes double strength glass combined with a warm edge spacer. Overall insulated glass dimensions are 11/16” on double hung products and 3/4” on the remainder of the product lines. Available options include Low E, Bronze and Grey tint glass, solar tint glass, and obscure glass. Tints and obscure also may be combined with Low E for additional solar protection. Low E glass significantly blocks UV rays, heat and cold transference and prevents fading. Lincoln, except in specific products/ situations, adds argon to Low E glass for even greater energy efficiency.

Lincoln doesn’t just pay lip service to energy efficiency. All of their products carry certification by the National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC). In addition, Lincoln is an Energy Star Partner. One portion of a products’ certification is derived from computerized simulation, which computes the thermal value of the product. Another is physical testing to establish air and water infiltration and structural performance.

Lincoln strives for the best in their windows and doors in order that your expectations are exceeded.
DOUBLE HUNG & GLIDER WINDOWS  
*(Sash moves within the confines of the window frame)*  

The variation of products available in the double hung and glider window group provide convenient solutions when and wherever these traditional windows are used. There are standard double hung units, standard with cottage or oriel venting, mulled units, tripled picture and bay windows. To accommodate the need for over size double windows. Lincoln offers the massive Quantum style.  

The glider (horizontal slider) appearance is dimensionally similar to casement windows to carry through a design theme. They are often used near ground level to provide an egress opening.

![Curved Double Hung with Bent Glass](image)

CASEMENT & AWNING WINDOWS  
*(Sash movement projects out of the window frame)*

Lincoln’s casement and awning windows are immensely popular because of their vast range of sizes and flexability. Use your imagination to mull, stack or combine with a stationary center as a picture, or angle mull for a bow or bay application. Add transoms, radius or geometric accent units for signature overall window designs.

RADIUS & GEOMETRIC WINDOWS

Vibrant and imaginative, Lincoln’s specialty windows offer a new dimension. As large units they can “stand alone” to emphasize a roof line, add definition to an entry or just frame a lovely view. Oval or full circle windows make a spectacular statement. Smaller units easily become transoms with standard windows beneath.

![RADIUS & GEOMETRIC WINDOWS](image)
SLIDING AND SWING PATIO DOORS

Pull the freshness of the outdoors, indoors! Lincoln’s sliding and swinging patio doors allow you to blend nature with your idea of style, as a passageway to your patio or deck. Choose either a sliding door or a classic in swing or out swing patio swing door unit. The door units are available as “Wood Units” or “Clad Units” and can be made with the same features as your windows.

Window Style Guide

Picture Window  Double Hung W/ Double Hungs  Double Slider  Radius Unit  Casement Window

SINGLE HUNG W/ TILT-IN SASH  BOW WINDOW  Picture Window  Sliding Patio Door  Bay Window  Basement Hopper Window

Money Isn’t All You’re Saving

As an Energy Star® partner, KWV has determined that most of its products offering the H²K Insulating Glass option meet and exceed Energy Star® guidelines for energy efficiency for all climate zones.